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The  Hindus have made considerable advances in Vedic science , Veterinary 

Science , Chemistry , Human Anatomy , Biology , Botany , cosmology , 

Astronomy ,Science ,Astrology Yoga , Philosophy, Mathematics  , poetry 

,environmental science, grammar etc. not  mention their Superiority  in grammar 

and language before some of these sciences were cultivated by themost ancient 

nations of Europe. Sanskrit  is potential for scientific use was greatly enhanced as 

a result of the thoroughsystemization of its grammar by Panini on the basis of just 

under 4000 sutras ,he builtvirtually the whole structure of the Sanskrit language  

whose general shape hardly changed forthe next 2000 years .An indirect 

consequences of Panini’s efforts to increase the linguistic facility of Sanskrit  soon 

became apparent in the character of scientific and mathematical literature.    Here 

we can have a bird view in Sanskrit literature in connection to  Mathematics 

Biology,Chemistry , astronomy , yoga ,philosophy etc. 

 

KEYWORDS : Mathematics Biology, Chemistry , astronomy , yoga ,philosophy 

etc. 

 

 

Introduction: 
       The Science of cloning was well known and practiced during the Mahabharata  

times. Kauravas were created by splitting the single embryo into humndred parts 

and  and growing each part in a separate container . 

  Biology-  In purana creatures are divided into four  classes in accordance with 

habitat. the puranas have not ignored even minute insects. 

  Chemistry-  In Agni purana  we get an idea of  some chemical knowledge  

regarding the methods of purifying or cleansing of different articles. 

   Yoga and philosophy -  Indian  perspective  of personality is basically 

understood by  three major methods  in Indian  philosophy from which  Indian 

psychology has evolved Here  I am making an attempt to present my  view  in 

connection to science ,chemistry Maths  , biology  etc. 

 

The Hindus have made considerable advances in Vedic science, Veterinary 

Science, Chemistry, Human Anatomy,Biology, Botany,cosmology, Astronomy, 

Science, Astrology Yoga , Philosophy, Mathematics  , poetry ,environmental 

science, grammar etc. not  mention  their Superiority  in grammar and language 

Abstract 
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before some of these sciences were cultivated by  the most ancient nations of 

Europe.  

 

         Sanskrit  is potential for scientific use was greatly enhanced as a result of 

the thorough systemization of its grammar by Panini on the basis of just under 

4000 sutras ,he built virtually the whole structure of the Sanskrit language  whose 

general shape hardly changed  for the next 2000 years .An indirect consequences 

of Panini‟s efforts to increase the linguistic  facility of  Sanskrit  soon became 

apparent in the character of scientific and mathematical  literature. Here we can 

have a bird view in Sanskrit literature in connection to  Mathematics, 

Biology,Chemistry , astronomy , yoga ,Astrology , Science , poetry , Philosophy 
etc .  

Mathematics -   Aryabhata  1 was the  first of the major mathematician-

astronomer from the  classical age of Indian mathematics and Indian astronomy. 

His works include the Aryabhatiya and Arya-siddhanta. For his explicit mention 

of the relativity of motion he also  qualifies as a major early physicist.  

     The first 10 notational place-  

            LMÇü SzÉ cÉ zÉiÉÇ cÉ xÉWûxÉëÇ iuÉrÉÑiÉ ÌlÉrÉÑiÉå iÉjÉÉ  mÉërÉÑiÉqÉç |  

         MüÉåšoÉÑïSÇ cÉ uÉ×lSÇ xjÉÉlÉÉlÉç xjÉÉlÉÇ SzÉaÉÑhÉÇ xrÉÉiÉç ||  

An equilateral quadrilateral with equal diagonals and as the area there of are 

called square. the product of two equal quantities is also square.  

 

       uÉaÉïÈ xÉqÉcÉiÉÑ´ÉrÉÈ TüsÉqÉç cÉ xÉSØz²rÉxrÉ xÉÇuÉaÉïÈ|  

The continued product of three equals as also the solid having 12 edges is called 

cube.  

              xÉSØzÉ§ÉrÉxÉÇuÉaÉÉåï bÉlÉxiÉjÉÉ ²ÉSzÉÉÍ´ÉÈ xrÉÉiÉç |  

The product of the perpendicular and half the base gives the measure of 

the area of a triangle.  

 

 Ì§ÉpÉÑeÉxrÉ TüsÉzÉUÏUÇ xÉqÉSsÉMüÉåOûÏpÉÑeÉÉkÉïxÉÇuÉaÉïÈ  
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Algebra in sulva sutras-  It  is interesting to learn that in the ancient texts of 

sulva Sutras ,we are  remarkably introduced to „surds „ of the type  √2 , √3 . In 

fact, for example while √2  is irrational , the Boudhaayana  and Apastambha 

sutras give  a very good rational approximation in  the following form .  

xÉqÉxrÉ Ì²MüUhÉÏ mÉëqÉÉhÉÇ iÉÔiÉÏrÉålÉ uÉkÉïrÉåiÉç |           

iÉŠiÉÑjÉåïlÉÉiqÉ cÉiÉÑÎx§ÉÇzÉÉlÉålÉ xÉÌuÉzÉåwÉÈ ||  

i,e  √2=1+1/3+1/3.4 -1/3.4  

In fact , the above rational approximation to the irrational no 2  is correct to 5 

decimal places.Varahamihira {505} was a scientist of rare merits who in spite 

of his regard for  ancient   traditions and sages, followed always the scientific 

method. 

 

 His scientific  thinking is illustrated by what he says in connection with the 

commencement of the solstices  as well as with rahu and eclipse. In view of his 

extraordinary and masterly treatment  of the subjects of astronomy and astrology 

in all their  ramifications ,he was held in high esteem by scholars of ancient and 

medieval India. The Arab scholar and  traveller says  “Varahamihira “ has 

already revealed himself to us as a man  who accurately knows the shape of the 

world. He was considered ,for this reason , to be an  incarnation of the sun God 

and one of the nine gems adorning the court of the legendary king Vikramaditya.  

 

Astrology  ---   In Mahabharata it is said that Duryodhana,  the king of kauravas 

wanted  to consult an astrologer to fix an auspious moment  to wage the war on 

Pandavas .It is said that Sahadeva was the best astrologer of that time and 

Duryodhana  sent his emissary to Sahadeva to get fixed the timing of declaration 

of war knowing fully well  that Sahadeva is his enemy .  

 

The Mahabharata nowhere states quite explicitly the tithi  or nakshatra which the  

battle  actually commenced . Balarama could not bear to see the fight between  

Duryodhana and Bhima , both of whom were his pupils in mace- duel and went 

on a Pilgrimage .    

Balarama returned on the 18th day of the war  and  [shalya parva 34-6] he marks , 

“ it is 42 days since I left : I started when the moon was in pushya and I have come 

here  again on shravana .  

Vishnu purana has dealt with the rules and regulations to perform various          

obsequies and ceremonies performed and also has specifically mentioned the  

importance of stars happening to fall in amavasya  and the benefits  one gets by 

performing  the obsequies on certain steller days.  
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Bhavishya purana throws light on astrological factor . It explains about the 

various  rituals ,consumption of type of food , fasting etc to be done in various 

tithis. This purana also mentioned  about the Devatas for various Nakshatras and 

the results obtained by doing the pujas for these devatas on the respective 

nakshatras .  

 

cosmology is a branch of  astronomy that involves the origin  and evolution of 

the  universe from the bigbang to today and into the future . According to NASA 

,the definition  of cosmology is “ scientific  study of the large scale properties  of 

the universe as a whole.  

 

Science ---  The science of cloning was well known and practiced during the  

Mahabharata times . kauravaswere  created by splitting the single embryo into 

hundred parts  and growing each part in a separate container. Mr .purkar said that 

“ they not only knew about  test tube babies and  embryo splitting but also had 

the technology to grow human fetusesoutside the body of woman ,something  that 

is not known to modern science. Apart from that  there is also mention of an 

embryo , conceived in one womb , being transferred to the womb of  another 

woman from where it is born. In Mahabharata the transferred embryo is Balarama 

. 

 

            In the case of  Kunti conceiving by chanting mantras through yogic 

trans , there is  fertilization without intercourse . May be  the mantra acting  

like a password invokes the object   of meditation to transmit its chromosomes 

to the meditator. A very advanced form of artificial fertilization . 

 

            When Subhadra was pregnant Arjuna told the secret of entering the 

chakravyuha, while explaining the exit  procedure,  Subhadra  fell asleep . 

Hence Abhimanyu learned the entrance procedure while he was in 

Subhadra‟swomb  and he never had the chance to learn the exit stratergy .  

 

There was a time when people critized this concept of a child learning from 

the  womb of a mother , but further scientific developments have made things 

very clear  and modern science  says that it is very much possible.  

 

         Apart from indigenous medical science , the involvement of aliens with very 

advanced medical science is evident in Mahabharata . Rishis like  Vyasa , 

Bharadwaja are all advanced aliens ahead of us in scientific knowledge interm 

slight years. The descriptions of very  advancedclonimng ,artificial fertilization 

etc  are all clear footprints of the aliens. Letsgo  through the application of medical 

science in Mahabharata. 
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    Sushruta  Samhita the oldest Medical and Surgical  Encyclopedia  was known 

as “ father of surgery “ did cataract surgery using a special tool called the   “ 

Jabamukhisalaka” a curved  needle , which was used to  loosen the obstructing 

phlegm  and push it  out of the field  of vision. In Mahabharata  , surgeons  and 

surgery played a very important  role in war and life. There are various instances 

in which the role of surgeons were  mentioned .  

 

Biology – In Matsya purana [237-1-2] creatures are divided into  four classes in  

accordance with habitat – Aaranya [living in the forest ,wild ] Gramya [rural], 

Jalodbhava [aquatic ] , Sthalaja [grown on land ].  The Vayu purana [69-305] 

divides the creatures  as Jalaja and Svedaja .  The Markandeya [48/30] and Vayu 

[9/46-48] also divide beasts  and birds as  gramya and Aaranya .  

      The puranas have not ignored even minute insects . In accordance with 

prominent  physical features , some  animals have been indicated . for example 

, in Vayu purana  [69/290] the  word damstra [tooth , tusk] is to indicate the  

tiger , lion , elephant etc having fierce teeth.  

 

Botany --   In Indian culture , plants play an  important  role. As early a writer as 

Manu Smruti [P.V Kane] declares  that they have  inner  consciousness , and that 

they have the perception of  pleasure and pain. May be  because of their various 

benefits to human  life.  The ancient people did not allow arbitrary cutting of trees. 

Penalty  for such an offence has been prescribed   in  puranas .Dhanvantari speaks 

about hygienic effects of different trees and shrubs planted around the dwelling of 

a man . Agni purana  Chapter 282 also deals with irrigation in  connection with the 

plants . It is stated that water has to be made to flow through  canals from rivers or 

tanks watering is necessary  for the trees and plants in the morning and evening in 

summer and on alternate  days in winter . Different kinds of classification of plant 

kingdom  are found  in the puranas godhuma , tila , maasha , mudga , nivaara etc 

are mentioned in Agnipurana .[95-57-59]  

 

Veterinary  Science –Gavaayurveda – Due to its great importance , cows have 

been  held in high esteem and regarded as holy and blissful.   

  The body of a cow always emits the perfume of the  scented  gum-resin . All 

the  animals depend  on cow for their sustenance. Agni purana chapter 292 

also speaks about  the diseases of the cows and remedies and chapter 287 

describes the points of excel in an elephant and the diseases . The best food for 

elephants consists of rice called vrihi ,shaali  and shashthi . Chapter 299 talks 

about the diseases of horses and their  treatment . Even the 

encyclopediaManasollasa gives the details of animals  food , diseases 

,medicines etc ..  
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Chemistry – In Agni purana 156-1  we get an idea of some chemical 

knowledge regarding the methods of purifying or cleansing of different 

articles . Articles made  ofearth , gold and copper  are stated to be purified 

by heating. Copper made things become dirtfree by the  application of acid 

. In Matsya purana [217-58]  and in Garuda purana [174-77] different kinds 

of wine suri ,sourvakaranja , aasava etc are mentioned which are uses as 

medicine. The word „ Gandhashukti „ indicates  the  preparation of 

perfumes .  

 

             Human Anatomy – Agni purana chapter  discusses on development of 

human body, Physiology and Anatomy. It gives an account of process of 

conception ,monthwise development of embryo egg and the factors responsible 

for the monthwise development of various organs of human body which are 

important for medical science .It finally ends in saying that this human body is 

nothing but a mass of impurities ,excreta etc.    Yoga  and Philosophy---- Indian 

perspective of personality is basically understood   by three major methods in   

Indian philosophy from which Indian psychology has evolved.  

 

 They are panchakosha,  tridosha and trigunas . The Mahabharata has innumerable  

  references to personalities ,their types, their attributes and their delineation 

,while  Bhagavadgita is a part of  the Mahabharata  deserves a separate mention  

as it is   considered to be one of the classics of Indian philosophy which deals in 

exceptional  detail about human behavior and the types Sattva, Rajas and Tamas 

which consists  of the core of personality study in Indian  philosophy. In fact the 

whole of the  Bhagavadgita  is like a psychological text book which can be 

referred to at any point to sort out  issues or overcome  problems.   

The  most important conception of the Vedanta is the philosophy of the Brahman. 

The Vedanta is the source of knowledge of the Brahman . The Upanishads  

describe is as the original cause of the Universe.Mahabharata also has described 

the Brahman as effulgent or jyotisha and unmanifest .  

 

Poetry -     The language of Vyasa is simple and bears the mark of a spoken 

language ,  It is also archaic in  appearance   and  stands on the same level 

with the language of the Upanishads. The poet has often a fancy to indulge 

in the composition of metres  after the vedic fashion though Anustup , has 

been established on a firm basis as the  metre of epic or puranic poetry . 

Mahabharata is dedicated to Dharma and ethics . In the other half , the main 

story  and the aakhyaanas are present . Even if we consider the latter alone , 

without doubt it qualifies for a matchless poem.  

         Bana poet hails Vyasa as “kavibrahma“ Just as brahma created the 

land of  Bharata sanctified by the flow of the river Saraswati . Kshemendra 

belong to 11thc  similarly  hails Vyasa as kavibrahma and also as “Piyusha 

rasa saara “[the provider  of  the immortal rasa .] Anandavardhana 850 c  
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praises the Mahabharata by saying  that although it is a treatises with the 

shade of shastra kavya , it is a sublime and excel  

Dhvanikaavya bring out the shanta rasa in a beautiful suggestive manner .[Udyota 

4 Kaarika109]  

         The encyclopaedic Agni purana [chapter337-348] has included , in its 

ambit ,poetics , Prosody and dramaturgy .The portion on poetics reveals that it 

is eclectic and a sort of  epitome of the works known to its author. 

Anandavardhana  unequivocally declares  that Dhvani  is the soul of poetry. But 
in the manner of most of the old  authors , who  flourished  before dhvani 
theory became widely accepted, the purana casually  includes  dhvani in the 
figure  Aakshepa. The purana appears  to have been aware  of the dhvani theory 
of Anandavardhana ; because a verse of this great theorist is  cited in it . 

          The purana , unlike all other extant treatises includes Chaya , Mudra  ,ukti 

, yukti, among shabdaalankaraas . Thus , it seems to follow a tradition now  lost 

. This purana describes  shabdalankaaras in much greater detail than any other 

treatise known to us . Purana represents an earlier tradition which did not  

distinguish between  Guna and  Alankara  both of which were regarded as 

embellishment of the kavya The classification of doshas  in the purana is more 

elobarate than that in the other treatises.  

In the matter of Rasa , the purana has something new to say .According 

to it from four basic sentiments proceed the other four as well as  shanta .         

Finally we can say that  poetry is what poet writes. The poets work 

involves  in invention of many new elements  and it is for this reason that 

in samskrit literature  the poet is often found compared the creator .  

The composers of puranas of different periods generally fit into the definition of 

a poet as they always had intense and vivid observations which found 

spontaneous  utterances. The descriptions of the Autumn season in Agni  

purana is 

 

Here we come across number of verses of finest verse and skillfulpoetic  

workmanship.   Some  stanzas are  example for upama ,anuprasaalankara . 

 
Environmental Science – We get clear and explicit statements of necessity of 

planting trees  , water reservoir and even statement that a tree supports an 

ecosystem .  

 

The work speaks of  pollution of water resources as part of polity . 69th chapter 

of Shanti Parva there is a description of polity .Brahman is said to have composed 

a text on polity , which goes by the name  trivarga  . It is said it contain one lakh 

verses while describing  thecontexts of the text , there appears a verse which says 

that the text deals with the  offence of polluting water resources.  
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The epic and puranas are virtual encyclopedia of various science , shastra 

,  art and other  subjects . Here I made an attempt to present my view  in 

connection to  Astrology , Science , Philosophy , poetry  etc in  connection 

to  the contribution  of Samskrit  to Science, Philosophy etc.  
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